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The Officer in Charge,
Kotulpur P.5., Dist-Bankura'

5ub:- Prayer for lodging specific case against arrested accd. persons namely MD Yusuf Ali (han (25 yrs)
s/o- Raiab Ali Khan of vill Bhalukgeria, PS- Kotulpur, Dist- Bankura and owner of the trac-tor bearing
.egistration no WB 88H-8362.

Sir.

ln producing herewith arrested accd. persons namely MD Yusuf Ali Khan (25 yrs) s/o- Rajab Ali (han
of vill- Bhalukgeria, P5- Kotulpur, Dist- Bankura along seized Tractor Model Mahindra 265 Dt bearing
Registration No- WB 88H-8362 colour- red fitted with trolley loaded sand, colour- Blue, written as TT
tBa s5f6's on the body of the trolly, I beg to state that on 27.06.20241, Asl Goutam Mandal along
with C/1101 Chandan Biswas, NVF-0531 Arindam Bhakat were performing evening mobile duty at
Kotulpur PS area, (vide C.C. No- f574/24 dt-27.06.2024, and Kotulpur PS GDE No- 1002, Dt- 21.06.24).
During my mobile duty I received specific information at about 18,15 hrs. that 01 (One) tractor is
carrying sand illegally without challan, on the way at 5H-2, under Kotulpur PS for illegal transportation. I

informed to O.C. (otulpur PS about the information.

As per order of O/C Kotulpur P,S. I along with force stopped the said sand loaded trastor at
Banmukha more , P.S Kotulpur and asked the driver of said tractor to produce the challan in respect of
sand but he failed to produce any challan. Under this circumstance it is strongly believe that the
quantity of sand were loaded from the Darakeswar river bed illegally, thereafter I also put the number
of said tractor to WBMDTCL{Sand) apps and found that no carrying order and Challan issued against the
said tractor. Also I came to know that he carrying and loading sand without any valid carrying order or
challan. lt is also believed that the owne. and the driver of said tractor is also involved in this illegal

'activity as he engaged his said tractor for such illegal act. Accordingly I seized the above noted 01 (one)
tractor fr'tted with sand loaded trolley under proper seizure list in between 18.35 hrs to 18.55 hrs. dtd.
?-1..06.2024. I arrested the a bove noted drivernamely MD YusufAlilKhan (25 yrs) s/o- Rajab Ali Khanof
yill- Bhalukgeria, PS- Kotulpur, Dist- Bankura by maintaining the guideline of arrest rutes.

So, I pray before you to lodge a specific case against the above noted accused driver and owner of
the said tractor, as per specific section of law for illegal mining and transportation of sand for illegal

8ain.

Enclosure:

originalSeizure List
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Yours faithfully,
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Kotulpur P.s., Dist-Bankura'
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